
Request for consideration of an issue by Overview and Scrutiny 

 

 

Please complete all sections as fully as possible 

1. Issue requested for scrutiny 

We would ask that you refer to the 7 principals of public life, known as the Nolan principles 

We feel our, mental and physical health of  us being disable is an issue  playing golf at 

Queens Park Golf  Course . 

We would ask for a scrutiny on the management of the golf course, affecting golfers aged 

over 80 years up to the age of 90 years. 

2. Desired outcome resulting from Overview and Scrutiny engagement, 

including the value to be added to the Council, the BCP area or its 

inhabitants. 

The buggy policy issued by Queens Park be updated to show that BCP Council 

acknowledge and respect the disable. This can be achieved by accepting that Disable 

golfers can play along those golfers using golf trollies to carry their golf equipment, and no 

discrimination to take place. 

Guidance on the use of this form: 

This form is for use by councillors and members of the public who want to request 

that an item joins an Overview and Scrutiny agenda.  Any issue may be 

suggested, provided it affects the BCP area or the inhabitants of the area in some 

way.  Scrutiny of the issue can only be requested once in a 12 month period. 

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee receiving the request will make an 

assessment of the issue using the detail provided in this form and determine 

whether to add it to its forward plan of work.   

Councillors may take a variety of steps to progress the issue, including requesting 

more information on it from officers of the council, asking for a member of the 

overview and scrutiny committee to ‘champion’ the issue and report back, or 

establishing a small working group of councillors to look at the issue in more 

detail.   

 

If the Committee does not agree to progress the issue it will set out reasons for 

this and they will be provided to the person submitting this form.  

 

More information can be found at Part 4.C of the BCP Council Constitution, under 

procedure rules 2.4-2.9 

https://democracy.bcpcouncil.gov.uk/documents/s25674/Part%204%20-

%20Procedure%20Rules.pdf 

 

 

 

https://democracy.bcpcouncil.gov.uk/documents/s25674/Part%204%20-%20Procedure%20Rules.pdf
https://democracy.bcpcouncil.gov.uk/documents/s25674/Part%204%20-%20Procedure%20Rules.pdf


To reduce the number of items in the buggy policy, to make a visit to Queens to play golf a 

more welcoming occasion, and reduce the 8, A4 pages within the buggy booklet, At the 

present time the introduction to golfers course rules is only 4 pages with little written copy. 

Clearly the amount of buggy rules are offensive to the disable. 

3. Background to the issue 

Queens Park as a park allows the use of any disable mobility scooter to ride over the park at  

any time, irrespective of the weather condition, rain,, snow frost, no accidence have been 

reported over the past 8 years,  Children of many ages race up and down the hills on the 

fairways  on their cycle reaching speeds of 20 miles per hour  

.New BCP Council responsible for parks introduce new rules for the use of mobility buggy,  

used by disable golfer I would point out I have never used my position in the council when 

playing golf at queens, My personal visits to other golf courses over the past 8 years, no club 

I was visiting, challenged me  or question the use of a mobility buggy to play golf at their 

course ,but always made welcome. 

WE   Do not understand that the use of council time on a single issue. 

A  small change in the buggy policy rules would solve the matter, I do notice that the 8 page 

buggy policy rules on the web site has been removed, I would add that the course  

Rules only have 2 A4 pages with little content, which apply to the thousands of golfers who 

play at Queens Park, Whilst the buggy rules has 8 pages of A4 size to cover 8 disable 

golfers  

Change the course condition system wording   DELETE LEVEL  4 which would allow the 

disable golfer to play alongside those using 3 wheeled trollies ON EQUAL PLAYING 

CONDITIONS.  This would not cost the council anything. It would also let the disable golfer 

have the full benefit of their season ticket, on par with all other season ticket holders, The 

season ticket costing in the region of £650  

I have never seen the route in level 4 over 20 years. 

 

Overall this is a case of discrimination against disable people by BCP Council. 

4. Proposed method of scrutiny  - (for example, a committee report or a 

working group investigation) 

As per the chair of the O/S PANEL 

5. Key dates and anticipated timescale for the scrutiny work 

For council officers to agree, I would be available 

 

Regards  

Derek Borthwick, 


